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In Depth
Renewables, Enhanced Envelopes, & Water
Conservation Add Up Right for AwardWinning Multifamily Development
Step onto the campus of the Solaire Apartment Homes development in Brighton,
Colorado and you are welcomed into a thoughtful layout of 11 residential buildings that cascade around a great lawn, pool, and playground (see Figure 1). However, hidden in plain sight is the feature that really makes this development shine.
Winner of the 2015 National Association of Home Builders® (NAHB) Multifamily
Pillars of the Industry Best Example of Green Building Concepts category and the
2015 Greystar® Green Award, Solaire is not only efficient, but also is one of the
largest geothermal, or GeoExchange, installations in the country.
The nascence of Solaire came
from the city of Brighton’s desire
to incentivize green building. The
developer, The Commonwealth
Group, and development manager, C & A Companies, worked
with the city to demonstrate energy efficiency and thereby reduce
or offset development fees.
Their ultimate energy efficiency strategy took on a 3-pronged
approach: boosting the building
envelope, reducing water usage,
and incorporating a GeoExchange
system.

The Foundation: Improving
the Envelope
Completed in July 2014, Solaire
was designed to meet 2012 International Energy Conservation
Code® (IECC) insulation values,
although originally permitted under the 2006 IECC. The 252-unit
development is divided across 11
buildings, with units ranging from

Figure 1. The Solaire Apartment Homes in Brighton,
Colorado, designed by Godden Sudik Architects. Photo
courtesy Godden Sudik.
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an average of 750 square feet for 1-bedroom models to 1200
square feet for 3-bedroom plans. Typical insulation values include spray cellulose in the walls at R-21 (see Figure 2), R-49
in the attic, with air sealing between rims and board. Batts rated at R-11 were placed in the floors and party walls for both
insulation value and acoustics. Low-E windows were used
across the development and all buildings were pre-wired for
solar panels. Solar lighting illuminates mailbox kiosks and a
small wind turbine was incorporated to light campus signage
and pay homage to the nearby Vestas® wind turbine facility.

“Residential End Uses of Water,” conducted by the AWWA
Research Foundation™ (refer to Figure 3). Following the establishment of distribution and percentages of water use in
the interior against EPA requirements, a design scenario was
reached achieving a 34% reduction, paring average gallons
per capita per day from 69.30 to 45.73. WaterSense® fixtures
helped capture much of the predicted savings.

Conserving & Eliminating Water Use
After bolstering insulation and air sealing, Solaire’s team
turned their focus to water use. Alex Duran, Project Architect for Godden Sudik Architects (http://www.goddensudik.
com) in Centennial, Colorado, began the analysis by creating a baseline scenario that incorporated Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) required flow rates and data from the

Figure 3. Calculations of baseline and design scenario for interior fixture
water usage at Solaire Apartment Homes in Brighton, Colorado. Data and
image courtesy Project Architect Alex Duran, Godden Sudik Architects.

Figure 2. Without an excellent envelope, other efficiency measures fail to
achieve substantial savings. Photo courtesy Project Architect Alex Duran,
Godden Sudik Architects.

On the exterior, Jared Carlon of Norris Design created a
landscape strategy focused on limiting water-consuming turf.
Native grass, native and xeric trees, shrubs, and perennials
are interwoven across Solaire to break up turf grass and create seasonal interest. Once native growth is established, 3 to
4 years from initial planting, irrigation needs at Solaire are
anticipated to reduce by 61%. Many native areas will require
no irrigation.
Together with rain-sensing irrigation equipment and
water-wise fixtures this minimizes water and sewer charges for
residents, when compared to a typical multifamily community.
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tion in water fees as the proposed
site savings.
“The city was very amenable
to that,” says Duran. “Part of the
incentive is the threat of penalties,
assessed to the owner, if we exceed
our proposed gallon usage.” However, in the nearly 2-year period of
full occupancy, Solaire continues
to perform as predicted. “In fact,
when we began our second project,
we realized our original savings estimate was actually a low estimate
of the reduction we could achieve,”
Duran notes.

Harnessing the Ground Beneath
Our Feet: GeoExchange
The GeoExchange system completes
the energy efficient portfolio at Solaire. Since opening, average utility costs per month at Solaire range
Figure 4. Installation of the GeoExchange system at Solaire Apartments. Photo courtesy Project Architect from $10 to $15. Each of the 11
buildings at Solaire has its own geoAlex Duran, Godden Sudik Architects.
thermal field, with approximately
10wells per building, and uses either
a Bosch® BP012, 018, or 042 model
heat pump. A central hot water system, gas fired, was also selected by
the mechanical engineers to provide everyday domestic hot water.
The GeoExchange design was engineered by Geo-Energy Services and
mechanicals were done by Given &
Associates, Inc.
“Since installation, we haven’t
heard a whole lot, which is a good
thing,” remarks Trevor M. Kindell,
Associate Principal at Given & Associates. “The system has been performing really well.”
Kindell notes that the streamlined design at Solaire, which jettisons condensing units, refrigerant
piping, and rooftop equipment,
made for a cleaner site. Elimination
of flue piping made ductwork easier
Figure 5. Drilling at the Solaire development. For geothermal systems, drilling costs are the most expensive and also removed the need for exoutlay. Photo courtesy Project Architect Alex Duran, Godden Sudik Architects.
ternal penetrations. “Overall, it was
Proposed overall water savings for Solaire, versus a typivery positive,” concludes Kindell. “Apart from the condenscal, similar sized project, are 44%. In turn for implementing loop (see Figure 4), geothermal performs just like a traing these measures, the developer asked for the same reducditional, gas-fired furnace system.”
For subscriptions call 1.800.638.8437 or visit our Web site at aspenpublishers.com
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great technology with a poor envelope, you will probably not see substantial savings.”
The recipe for energy efficiency success at Solaire
can be distilled down into a single main ingredient: the
entire team was on board, and understood the objective.
“Find people who are forward thinking; the bills
will be low, and the upfront investment will be worth
it,” concludes Smith. In an environment where, all too
frequently, everyone is trying to save money and make
money, Smith advises carefully vetting all subcontractors, to make sure everyone is committed to the design.
A contractor who may not understand the technology or
is unfamiliar with a system, may balk at actually using it.
“There are plenty of subs out there willing to take
a risk and understand the objective, and it is worth it
to hire the people who know,” Smith recommends. “In
Figure 6. With utility rates averaging $10 to $15 a month, the Solaire development was
geothermal, one size does not fit all: you need to do a
95% leased before the last building was completed. Photo courtesy Godden Sudik.
lot of troubleshooting and forensics.” There are nuances
Incentives, however, proved critical. “Federal and state
involved in a multifamily project; both the scale and timetable
rebates and utility costs were integral to our ground source
need to be discussed and weighed by all contractors involved.
decision,” Duran says.
“Don’t be scared of geothermal and upfront costs,” says
Emily Smith, PE, LEED AP, and Principal at Geo-EnSmith. “It really does work. You can landscape right above
ergy Services, echoed this remark. “We really calculated this
the field and never even know that the loops are below. If
tight, and relied on very good construction to keep costs
we could figure out how to economize the upfront drilling
down.” The most expensive part of a geothermal system is its
costs further, it is a solution that makes sense in many areas
loop. Drilling charges can run from $13 to $20 a linear foot,
in North America.”
depending upon the location in the State, with a typical hole
A Winning Recipe for Success
depth of 400 feet (see Figure 5).
Ultimately, residential building success needs to be measured
When planning for GeoExchange, Smith notes, the
in the real world. Developments can earn awards and employ
starting point for the system is to ask what the owner will be
innovative systems, but if they flop with occupants, they fail
using it for. As the project progresses, she stresses checking
to succeed in reality.
and double-checking that use, to accommodate any shifts.
In Solaire’s case, not only is the project fully leased-up,
To begin factoring budgets for GeoExchange, a quick calthe team is already embarking on a second development projculation of feet per ton offers an estimate on total size and
ect (see Figure 6).
anticipated cost of the loop field. Rule of thumb heat loss and
Greystar, leasing agent for Solaire, reported that the degains can offer a quick picture of load. “That will be your bigvelopment was 95% leased before the last building was fingest cost,” emphasizes Smith. “Some developers balk at the
ished, and was fully leased 6 months ahead of expectation.
upfront costs, but you have to keep in mind the service life of
Present rental rates for a 2-bedroom apartment at Solaire avthis system.” While traditional furnace equipment demands
erage $1500 monthly under a 12-month lease.
replacement and upkeep, a geothermal loop field can theoretiCurrent utility rates average $10 to $15 a month. This
cally outlast the building it serves, especially within a balanced
has a double benefit for property management: not only can
heating and cooling scenario. Geothermal HDPE pipes are
they advertise affordable utility rates to potential renters,
currently rated at 50+ years of service life. While heat pumps
they can raise monthly lease rates slightly, knowing savings
serving the geothermal GeoExchange system last an anticipatcan be recouped by the renter on monthly energy bills. “The
ed 20 years, mechanical equipment in a geothermal scenario
GeoExchange system has proved to be a fascinating system
has the benefit of staying indoors. “You’re not replacing air
and all the residents are happy,” reports Duran, as he sumconditioning coils every few years,” laughs Smith.
marized the project. While stressing the importance of havSmith did issue a caveat. “GeoExchange is just one way
ing the geothermal team work closely with mechanical engiof heating and cooling; in the end, it boils down to enveneers, to make sure the system is designed and implemented
lope. If the structure’s envelope is bad, it doesn’t matter what
efficiently, Duran noted that no comfort issues have arisen
system you put in, you will burn energy regardless of conat Solaire.
ventional or renewable source. People forget that if you pair
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Going forward, the team discovered that Solaire would
have probably qualified under both WaterSense and ENERGY STAR programs. With that in mind, the group’s second
project, Prairie Center, will plan for and seek a handful of
certifications up front.
“The success of Solaire shows not only in its bills and performance, but notably in that 2 years after closing out Solaire, the
city of Brighton willingly approved the Prairie Center development,” says Duran. “Not only that, but getting through approvals for Prairie Center was infinitely faster than securing approvals
for Solaire.” While the efficiency measures at Solaire took 5 years
from initial conversations with the city to breaking ground, Prairie Center was approved within the standard process time frame.
“The developer was really on board with the GeoExchange system after their experience at Solaire, and after seeing how efficient it is,” Smith says. For Prairie Center, a GeoExchange system will again be used across the entire project,
providing heating and cooling to 12 buildings. In order to
qualify for ENERGY STAR, some tweaks are being made
to distribution. “We decided to go with a new heat pump
manufacturer at Prairie Center,” explains Smith. “Using our
previous design, we had enough capacity, but not enough air
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flow.” Enertech® Global LLC (http://www.enertechgeo.com)
was selected to provide its recently released GBS heat pump
model. Collaborating with ENERGY STAR consultant Paul
Kriescher, Lightly Treading, Inc., Geo-Energy determined
that the new heat pumps combined with fans on a timed
exhaust would satisfy required ventilation rates.
“Overall, it is a very smooth process to certify a GeoExchange system within ENERGY STAR,” Smith says. Smith
offers several key pieces of advice for developments looking to
harness geothermal. “The biggest thing is fresh air,” she notes.
“Geothermal heat pumps are not made to handle extreme
high and low temperatures, so you may need to include an
energy recovery ventilator (ERV) in the mechanical design.”
Infiltration, exhaust fans, and ventilators can combine to
supply air, based on circumstances. “Honestly, it’s up to the
designer and what the building looks like,” Smith concludes.
For further information on Solaire, visit http://www.rentatsolaire.com. To contact Godden Sudik Architects, email studio@goddensudik.com or call 1-303-455-4437. To contact
Geo-Energy Services, visit http://www.geoenergyservices.com
or call 1-303-531-5292.

In Practice
Playing the HVAC Game Successfully
Under Low Load Rules

As codes have grown more stringent, construction quality
has gone up, driving down the overall load in homes. Some
of the biggest drivers in load reduction include more highly
insulated windows, better wall and ceiling insulation, and
much less envelope leakage (see Figure 7). While this has reduced total BTUs consumed, the distribution of energy load

Equipment sizing. Room-to-room comfort and air flow.
Ventilation, indoor air quality, and latent loads. Installation
and commissioning.
Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC)
challenges arise in many guises. This
is particularly true for the high performance home, where equipment
sizing, controls, and air flows are
radically different than those of the
average existing production home.
Gregg Cobb, President and CEO of
iEngineer, LLC in Phoenix Arizona,
addressed these challenges in “Ensuring Comfort in Low Load Homes,”
a seminar held through the US Department of Energy (DOE) Zero Energy Ready Home (ZERH) program.
Changes have certainly arisen
in the past 10 years which make
HVAC more challenging – but what
are they? Why is there more attention paid now, than in the past, to
how HVAC systems are designed Figure 7. Zero energy home at Lone Star Ranch in Frisco, Texas. Builder Jim Sargent partnered with Building
and commissioned?
America and Building Science Consortium. Photo by Building Science Corporation.

For subscriptions call 1.800.638.8437 or visit our Web site at aspenpublishers.com
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in homes has also shifted. Windows and walls are no longer
energy hogs, but new loads have been introduced. At the top
of this list is the ventilation load, which is relatively new to the
production home arena. Additionally, a single mechanical system is now responsible for conditioning more square footage.
Compounding dramatic shifts in construction and
load over the past 10 years, homeowners are also using their
homes differently. Home density, the number of appliances,
and lifestyle have changed. Ironically, despite the changes,
homeowner expectations remain mired in behaviors from
30 years ago, meaning well-meaning owners often treat high
performance homes like leaky, older houses with oversized
mechanical systems.

The Challenges of Low Load Home HVAC
1. Homeowner expectations have not changed. “We have
drilled people to set back thermostats during the day
when gone, and at night,” notes Cobb. People will treat
ZERH and other low load homes the same way, even
though their systems are not engineered to perform that
way. Over-communication to convince homeowners to
adapt their behavior is a must, to allow equipment to
work as designed.
2. A common complaint is that HVAC contractors are slow
to change, or are behind on acclimatizing to new equipment and construction practices. Bookend contractors
with good HVAC designers and inspectors to ensure performance results.
3. Bid price complexity will increase. There will be variation, cautions Cobb. Good execution in the field, tying
pricing to equipment tonnage, and optioning material
changes, is a best strategy.

Figure 8. The Indoor Environment & Energy Efficiency Association
ACCA® technical manual series. Image from https://www.acca.org/
standards/technical-manuals.

Rules of the Game
Given the clash between advances in construction and code,
and homeowner expectations, what is the recipe for HVAC
success? Cobb offered 5 key steps to executing HVAC well in
a low load home.
First, calculate an accurate load. Use Manual J roomlevel, configuration-specific calculations (see Figure 8). These
take into account a home’s solar orientation, floor plan at a
room level instead of a block load, and glazing. For entrylevel homes, group design or calculating a set of heat loads
using the most common configurations of a home plan, is
budget and load appropriate. The next step is to take a layer
cake design approach, calculating the load impact of each different plan configuration and stitching these options together
for customized loads and target air flows. Size of equipment
in each home can then be dialed in based upon selections
and orientation. Individual projects or luxury homes should

Figure 9. Interior home construction showing open web floor trusses and
energy-efficient duct work. Smaller air ducts located in conditioned space
reduce construction costs and increase energy efficiency. Photo by Sara
Farrar and courtesy National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL).

engage in custom calculations designed specifically to individual plan and lot.
Second, size equipment properly. Use configuration-specific Manual S after finding Manual J load. Equipment sizing should not rely just on AHRI™ capacity of single design
condition, but rather utilize manufacturer extended ratings
capacity data. Cobb counseled factoring in what region of
the country and climate zone the home is in, as well as type
of equipment planned. For entry-level homes, a well-sized
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single capacity unit can be sufficient; “move-up” homes can
equipment, so it is worthwhile to invest the necessary time
explore dual capacity systems, particularly in humid climates.
and energy into designing and building the system right,
For shoulder seasons in humid areas, the longer run time reright out of the gate.
moves indoor humidity and helps structural durability. ProjFourth, pay attention to where you locate controls, not
ects with a bigger budget may look at variable capacity units,
just the type you select. Whether remote temperature sensors
such as inverter-driven technology that steps up and down,
or a single thermostat, controls will provide an inadequate
offering precise control over temperature and humidity and
picture for the home’s equipment if located in an airstream of
longer run time at lower electricity levels. Passive homes
a supply duct, or in direct sunlight. For ZERH and other exlooking to eliminate duct work can effectively use multi-zone
treme low load homes, Cobb recommends a “set it and forget
mini splits, sized to their specific load.
it” approach. In low load homes, right-sized equipment is not
Third, if using conventional equipment, it is a must to
designed to handle a 10°F temperature swing. Cobb cautions
create a well-designed, balanced duct system (see Figure 9).
that often homeowners try and treat ZERH like an old, leaky
This is one of the most critical components of HVAC dehome, and will set dramatic temperature drops while away
sign, according to Cobb. If equipment size is correct, getting
from home or overnight. Right-sized HVAC systems will
the right amount of air flow to each room is essential. Wellstruggle to make up the difference, as there is no excess capacdesigned ducts allow an HVAC contractor to size equipment
ity to allow the equipment to catch up temperatures quickly.
properly yet still ensure that home occupants remain comRemote temperature sensors allow for a broader space to
fortable. For Cobb, this is all too often the “Achilles heel” of
be kept comfortable, on a budget. Thermostats can be a long
HVAC. While Manual J looks only at total load, Manual D
way away from other rooms; a T-stat can monitor and cycle
determines how to get the right amount of air to each room.
when necessary without adding zones. Zoned thermostats
Room-level, configuration-specific calculations from Manual
and communication controls allow for direct air application
J should clearly spell out an individual home’s target air flow.
to specific areas.
For example, they can compensate for a heavily glazed room
The final step to executing HVAC well in a low load
in west. Manufacturer blower and coil data should also be
home is ventilation. In a home with a tight envelope and conused. How much air flow will the selected blower provide
trolled air flows, when ventilation is brought in is as critical
at static pressure? How much static pressure from the coil,
to comfort and energy efficiency. Cobb recommends smart
whether dry or wet? Doing all of this math in the background
ventilation to meet ASHRAE® 62.2 requirements. Smart
ensures correct capacity and delivery.
ventilation incorporates smart controls, which sense outdoor
Cobb highly recommends compact duct design, particularly in slabon-grade homes with attic runs, to
minimize heat gain. Short runs also
allow for less static pressure and less
consumption of electricity by the
blower. Mechanicals using a basement
location should still strive for compact
design. Cobb also cautioned that contractors pay attention to both size and
design of registers to ensure air flow
within and throughout rooms.
Entry-level homes want a fairly
simple design usable in multiple configurations. Loose duct design with
balancing dampers allows for ducts
sized to handle the air necessary for
peak condition at the worst case configuration. This strategy also avoids
high static pressure. Dampers should
be adjusted at start up. Ideally, a lotFigure 10. Fantech energy recovery ventilator (ERV) at the HVAC Systems Laboratory. The Advanced HVAC
specific, balanced design should be Systems Laboratory, housed at NREL’s Thermal Test Facility (TTF), brings unique capabilities to the chalpursued. A home’s duct system will lenge of measuring the performance of Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning (HVAC) Equipment.
outlive several rounds of mechanical Photo by Dennis Schroeder and courtesy National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL).
For subscriptions call 1.800.638.8437 or visit our Web site at aspenpublishers.com
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conditions and peak load time zones, allowing the equipment
to bring in air that needs minimal conditioning during less
expensive utility rate periods.
Ventilation strategies are also climate specific and will
vary based on whether the approach is supply, exhaust, or
balanced. A builder should avoid pushing warm, moist air
through a home’s envelope in a cold climate, which could
create frost or condensation. This would rule out a supply approach. Yet in a warm, dry climate, a supply strategy pushing
cool, dry air is perfectly appropriate. Cobb recommends dehumidifying for ventilation in humid climates, especially in
shoulder seasons when the sensible load is low but latent load
may be high. Dehumidification ensures proper maintenance
of the indoor environment. Ventilation in cold, dry climates
may have to consider humidification to maintain acceptable
relative humidity levels indoors.
While single fans sized properly to provide adequate air
and appropriately selected based on climate zone can work, a
single fan with integrated smart controls can reduce equipment
sizing. If a home’s budget allows, energy recovery ventilators
(ERVs) (see Figure 10) or heat recovery ventilators (HRVs) are
an excellent solution. A balanced approach coupled with an
ERV can maintain proper indoor moisture levels in addition
to using conditioned air to precondition new, incoming air.

Penalty Flags
After discussing system execution, Cobb also highlights pitfalls to avoid. First on his list of “don’ts” was the use of worstcase loads as a calculation base. Cobb cautions that this is
not the right approach for multi-configuration homes. Using
worst-case numbers often means equipment is the wrong size
and ducts are not balanced. ENERGY STAR® for homes no
longer allows for use of worst-case calculations. Cobb counsels that contractors spend the time and energy to determine
the different loads for different home configurations.
Cobb stresses that designers and contractors should use
manufacturer’s published data, and never approach sizing
and loads with “rule of thumb” or conventional formulas.
Simply put, doing calculations the old way is wrong, given
both the construction quality and load needs of ZERH.
In the same vein, field design of duct systems must be
avoided. “Don’t wing it, do the math,” said Cobb. Designing
in the field means no consistency, results, or balance.
Another pitfall of HVAC systems is having only one thermostat for multi-story homes. Stack effect inevitably creates
comfort issues, even with a blower operating continuously to
circulate air. Several degrees of temperature differential will
exist between floors. Adding zones means ensuring consistent
temperature and comfort.
Ignoring humidity also lies at the root of HVAC issues.
Low load homes have dramatically lower sensible loads than

in the past. If HVAC is not designed to pay attention to latent loads, indoor air quality suffers. In a tight home, latent
loads may be generated simply from homeowners’ routine
activities, like showering. Consider latent load and manage
it – particularly in humid climates.
Cobb urges that builders must have their HVAC system
commissioned. Is the airflow correct? Is the charge correct?
Is the blower at its proper setting? “Don’t just turn it on and
walk away,” Cobb cautioned. “The buffer from old, oversized
equipment in leaky homes is gone.”
Ultimately, to achieve good results, Cobb advises you
need at least 2 out of these 3: a good HVAC designer, HVAC
contractor, and energy rater/inspector.

Special Teams
What is the role of SHR (sensible heat ratio)
when selecting equipment?
SHR evaluates the difference between the latent and sensible
capacity and typically is determined by how fast the air is
moved over the cooling coil. In a dry climate, you want a
high SHR to maximize flow capacity. In a humid climate you
want to slow air down, so that the coil cools and offers greater
humidity removal, or latent capacity. Humidity conditions
determine the rate at which air should be moved across the
coil; the slower the air’s movement, the more humidity will
be removed under cooling conditions.

In a high radon risk area, does a single fan create too
much negative pressure, bringing radon into the home?
Cobb warns that an exhaust-only approach to ventilation encourages radon to be brought into the home. Homes in areas
with radon need proper radon control under the slab, and ventilation is better managed with a supply or balanced approach.

What are the challenges for heat pump
ventilator technology?
Manufacturing of this technology is currently limited and, as
of now, there is not a good, cost-effective system in the marketplace yet. Systems can top out at $30,000, notes Cobb.
However, Cobb feels this technology offers a great opportunity and is a useful tool as it allows for preconditioning
ventilation air. It also is a ventilation method that opens the
door to using mini-splits.

How would you suggest ventilation in a multi-family
home in a humid climate?
Multi-family ventilation can be tricky, especially since most
structures use an exhaust-only approach. In a humid climate,
depending on the size of the structure, dehumidification ventilation can be a good option. Supplemental dehumidification may also be necessary.
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Does using an ECM blower motor in constant
circulation mode eliminate the need
for additional ventilation?
It is an option, Cobb notes. With well-designed low static
pressure ducts connected to the system, the challenge then
becomes running the blower at the same level as when the
system is heating or cooling, to draw enough air from outside. To operate at an energy efficient level, you will need a
damper system for ventilation that opens during heating and
cooling calls. However, Cobb notes that this is usually not
the most energy efficient way to provide ventilation. A lowwattage fan is better and more energy efficient.

How does the “Set-it and Forget it” approach affect
load-shifting, or smart ventilation, techniques?
In Cobb’s opinion, this really has no impact, especially if simply shifting ventilation load. Issues could arise if pursuing a
pre-cool and drift approach in home conditioning, to avoid
peak load conditions as much as possible. When entering that
scenario, a tight home with a well-designed HVAC system is
going to be limited and will lack ability for make-up capacity.
Homeowner comfort issues must be paramount.

9

Upcoming Changes in the Field
Cobb closed his session by emphasizing coming changes in
HVAC. These elements will impact design and sizing:
Make-up air for high-flow kitchen exhaust hoods (see
Figure 11). For example, a luxury commercial kitchen
using a 1200cfm exhaust hood extracts an immense
amount of air from the interior. The home will need
make-up air to compensate for this draw, or supplemental capacity to maintain comfort.
ENERGY STAR Revision 8 tightens down HVAC design requirements. The ability to use a “worst case” design basis for calculations has not been allowed under
previous revisions, but Revision 8 narrows in the amount
of variance allowed under group design approach. Square
footage and window area are now specified more tightly.
Designers will need to take into account these changes,
in effect July 1, 2016.
ASHRAE 62.2 2013 and IECC® 2015 no longer use a
set formula. ASHRAE now takes into account how tight
the house is, rather than just using size and occupancy.
Ultimately, these changes will require a higher level of
air flow than in the past, meaning that low load home
ventilation loads as a percentage of total load will go up.
That language is tied into IECC 2015.
High velocity duct systems are a good technique, particularly in buildings with tight spaces. Cobb notes that
we may see more of these high velocity approaches with
tight envelopes.
Load time shifting will become a key issue in markets
where utilities are bringing a higher level of solar supply
onto the grid. Utilities are trying to incentivize to push
more load off of peaks.
As ventilation takes up a higher percentage of load in
homes, heat pump ventilators will offer a step beyond
HRV and ERV technology.

Monthly Poll Question

Figure 11. KitchenAid® KXW9736YSS 36” Commercial-Style Wall-Mount
Range Hood. With draws of 1200cfm being introduced into homes, particularly low load homes, make-up air is vital. Image from http://www.
searsoutlet.com/d/product_details.jsp?pid=78922&mode=buyUsedOnly
&sid=IDx20110411x000008&ci_src=17588969&ci_sku=24346890&gcl
id=CLzAjMbnncsCFYU2aQodyNQHXw&gclsrc=aw.ds.

You’ve researched and designed and planned, and now
your next high performance home is becoming a reality on site. What is your biggest area of concern when
building a high performance home?
1) Envelope
2) Fenestration
3) Mechanicals
4) Impacts of occupant behavior
5) Other
Send your responses to energydesignupdate@
gmail.com

For subscriptions call 1.800.638.8437 or visit our Web site at aspenpublishers.com
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In Reference
The Importance of First Things in Energy Efficiency
Commonsense building can be explained, simply, as getting
priorities right and paying attention to details. However,
when energy efficiency or high performance goals become
involved, the path towards a durable, zero energy ready home
(ZERH) seems too often to skid sideways.

outside out, and the inside in. While this definition is fundamentally simple, every now and then we are called on to
balance what goes on inside, and decide whether to send it
out. Also, we may need to react to what goes on outside, and
address its impact to the interior.
The responsibilities of an enclosure: controlling heat flow,
Quick takes:
air flow, water, and vapor flow; controlling rain, ground water,
Renowned educator Dr. Joseph Lstiburek drew attention to
light and solar radiation, noise and vibrations, contaminants/
several key points regarding enclosures:
environmental hazards/odors; mitigating insects, rodents, and
The tasks of a building’s enclosure have been understood
vermin, and fire risk, have been established since the 1950’s.
since the 1950’s. The addition of high performance and
In addition, a building should provide strength and rigidmore highly insulated structures has raised some hurdles
ity, be durable, be aesthetically pleasing, and be economical.
to performing these jobs well.
Health and life safety issues should never be compromised.
An enclosure needs 4 things – a water control layer, an air
But the envelope does not perform these tasks unopcontrol layer, a vapor control layer, and thermal control,
posed, or in a laboratory setting. Geographical location, cliin order of importance.
mate, and physics all deal out roadblocks to performance.
The perfect wall places control layers on the outside of
Notably, entropy plays a huge part on mixing the outside
the structure. Wear the sweater, don’t eat it!
with the inside. Lstiburek explained how entropy works on
Once a perfect wall, ceiling, and slab are in place, cona structure: heat flows from warm to cold, because moisture
nect all the controls between these building elements, tyflows from warm to cold, because moisture flows from areas
ing the structure together. Don’t leave gaps!
of more moisture to less moist areas, because air flows from
higher pressure to lower pressure, because gravity acts down.
The US Department of En“This gets complicated beergy (DOE) invited Dr. Joseph Lscause of climates in North Amertiburek Ph.D., P.Eng., ASHRAE®
ica; the second law of thermodyFellow, and founding principal
namics is applied in a diversity,”
of Building Science Corporation
Lstiburek said.
(https://buildingscience.com), to disA building in Miami must batcuss enclosures in ZERH on Febtle moisture traveling from outside
ruary 16, 2016. Yet in addressing
to its interior; in Montreal, Canathe envelope, Lstiburek reminded
da, moisture moves from indoors
the building community of a funto the outside. As seasons change,
damental principle: keep it simple.
buildings can endure flows in both
Remember a few vital rules, and
directions, depending on climate
you’re on the way to a high perzone. When designing building
formance home. In other words,
enclosures, understand where they
don’t miss the forest for the trees.
are on the map, as this will impact
Lstiburek began the technienclosure strategies and mechanical training (see “Getting Enclocals. Where it rains more, you will
sures Right in Zero Energy Ready
need more rain control. Any place
Homes” online at http://energy.
where it rains a lot and there are
gov/eere/buildings/doe-zero-enerextreme temperature differences
gy-ready-home-resources) by first
between inside and outdoors raises
Figure 12. The perfect wall has the rainwater control layer, the
establishing what a building is. air control layer, the vapor control layer, and the thermal control a challenge.
Approached from an engineering layer on the exterior of the structure. Image from Building SciAny building is subject to the
perspective, a building is an envi- ence Corporation and available at http://buildingscience.com/ challenges of environment and
ronmental separator – it keeps the documents/insights/bsi-001-the-perfect-wall.
location. ZERH enclosures have
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ding. Designing an air gap behind the cladding provides drainage of penetrating rain
and provides back ventilation to enhance drying of the cladding.
A “perfect wall” wood framed structure
could look like this: sheathing of plywood
oriented strand board (OSB), with control
membranes applied to the outside (see Figure
12). While Lstiburek was agnostic on brand,
he recommended systems that are easy to apply and offer air and water continuity, either
via fluid-applied or tape. Outboard of the
control layer is rigid insulation. This is followed by an air gap and cladding.
Want to keep this principle easy to remember? Wear the sweater instead of eating
it, Lstiburek laughed. While insulation to the
interior can help with acoustics, Lstiburek
stressed the importance of placing controls to
the outside of the structure.
To achieve greater performance, the perfect wall formula can simply be expanded on
to satisfy energy requirements. The perfect
wall’s base assembly uses advanced framing
with 2’x6’ on 24” centers, insulated with fiberglass, cellulose, or a spray foam product.
This simple equation offers an insulating
value of around R-20 and works for Climate
Zones 1,2, and 3.
To capture greater R-value, a layer of rigid
insulation, whether EPS, XPS, foil-faced polyFigure 13. The best residential wall we know how to construct, according to Dr. Joseph Lstiburek. isocyanurate, or stone wool, can be added (see
“Not cheap. Works almost everywhere – except in extreme cold climates where we would not
Figure 13 for an example). In this configurainsulate within the wood structural frame.” Image from Building Science Corporation and availtion, it becomes vital to have water, air, vapor,
able at http://buildingscience.com/documents/insights/bsi-001-the-perfect-wall.
and thermal control to the outside of this insusome added hurdles. As homes push to high performance,
lation. In high wind areas, rigid insulation is not structural, and
significant additions of thermal resistance are included in the
will need racking and sheer resistance when placed on the outenclosure. Entropy still has consequences for these enclosures:
side of the wall. In this instance, air, water, vapor, and thermal
added insulation reduces flow, so if things get wet in a highly
controls are moved to the outside of this structural control layer.
insulated building, they will stay wet longer. High perforTo reach requirements for Climate Zones 5 and 6, 2 laymance, highly insulated buildings must, therefore, have greater
ers of 2” or greater rigid insulation are required. This necesinfluence on air, vapor, and moisture control. “There’s no such
sitates detailing window and door interfaces. The formula
thing as a free thermal dynamic lunch,” cautioned Lstiburek.
carries through all the way to a double wall with an R-value
To combat the rules of physics, an enclosure needs 4
greater than 80: key to this unique assembly is that the vapor
things – a water control layer, an air control layer, a vapor
and air control layer is to the outside of the inner wall.
control layer, and thermal control, in order of importance.
For each wall equation, cladding is always located over
Of these 4, thermal control is the least important, in terms of
an air gap, and always back ventilated and drained. Back
durability, but of greatest importance for efficiency.
ventilation, air space, and drainage are more critical in high
Given these 4 requirements, Lstiburek discussed optimal
performance walls (>R-50) because there is no energy there
enclosure configurations. Stemming from 1950’s building
to evaporate moisture.
science, an ideal strategy became placing control layers on
Likewise, by taking the recipe for a perfect wall and rothe outside of the structure, which are then covered by cladtating it, you also get the perfect foundation and perfect roof
For subscriptions call 1.800.638.8437 or visit our Web site at aspenpublishers.com
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Figure 14. The perfect roof is sometime referred to as an “inverted roof”
since the rainwater control layer is under the insulation and ballast. Image
from Building Science Corporation and available at http://buildingscience.
com/documents/insights/bsi-001-the-perfect-wall.

Another vital control point occurs at the slab. At the bottom of the foundation wall, a builder needs to completely
thermally isolate the concrete slab from the footing and perimeter foundation. An important detail is including a capillary break on top of the footing to separate moisture transfer
from the footing to cast concrete.
Lstiburek’s parting counsel? “My advice is to build a perfect wall, roof, and foundation, and have 4 control layers.
I like to wear the sweater, not eat it. The big concerns are
window-to-wall interfaces and roof-to wall-connections.”
For further resources on enclosures, visit https://buildingscience.com and http://energy.gov/eere/buildings/building-america-solution-center.

Figure 15. The perfect slab has a stone layer that separates it from the
earth that acts as a capillary break and a ground water control layer. This
stone layer should be drained and vented to the atmosphere— just as you
would drain and vent a wall cladding. Image from Building Science Corporation and available at http://buildingscience.com/documents/insights/
bsi-001-the-perfect-wall.

(see Figure 14 and Figure 15). An optimal roof has, working
from the outside in, ballast, filter fabric, control layers, then
the roof structure. The perfect foundation is built up from
earth, stones, a control layer, and then the slab.
Perfect walls, roof, and foundation are part of the recipe
for an enclosure. However, the vital, ultimate step is connecting control layers across and between these components.
Ensuring control layers are unbroken is easy when dealing
with a box. For a home, the biggest problem faced when creating a continuous layer is envelope penetrations, like windows
(see Figure 16). The problem arises, Lstiburek counsels, not
from the window or wall itself, but always in the connection
between them. While builders want to connect air, water, vapor and thermal controls between the window and the wall –
a simple operation in principle – this connection becomes one
of the most complicated to truly execute because aesthetics
and details can interfere. How you frame and suspend windows amidst heavy insulation layers is not an easy thing to do
in high performance buildings. How to connect control layers
to the window is key. Using liquid applied flashing at the window to wall interface can eliminate connection complications.

Figure 16. Penetrations in the home’s envelope are the weak points for
control layers. The connection between control layers on wall and window
are crucial. Photo by Paul Norton and courtesy National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL).
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